The dynamic characteristics under modifying-amplitude of the crawler crane boom system are simulated by positional FEM. Based on the stress characteristics of space truss structure, the simplified FEM model for boom system is established by simulating the main jib of the boom with variable cross-section beam element and three-node beam element; the dynamic response time history of the boom system under modifyingamplitude is derived; these provide crucial theories for the design and analysis of hoisting machinery.
INTRODUCTION
Almost all problems in engineering are nonlinear and in most cases they can not be simplified to linear problems, thus we have to use nonlinear theories to find reasonable solutions. Geometric nonlinearity is caused by the large displacement and the large rotating of crawler crane, and is pretty common in engineering. Crawler crane with the increasing of elevating capacity, operational height and amplitude is increasing its complexity continually [1, 2] . The mathematical models of crawler crane boom system in the static and dynamic problems are difficult to set up precisely; therefore, the positional FEM [3] [4] [5] for beam element with variable cross-section or three-node constant crosssection suitable for all kinds of structures with complex shapes and boundary conditions is the plausible method to solve such problems. The boom system under modifying-amplitude is shown in Figure 1 Main jib structure (1) is lattice space truss with four Limb parts, and limb part is made of angle iron. The lasso (2) is made of slender flat steel, (4) is a support boom. Based of Figure 1 Coordinate system, co-ordinations of three support points are listed in Table I .
CALCULATING DIAGRAM AND PARAMETRICS OF BOOM SYSTEM

DYNAMIC MODEL OF BOOM SYSTEM
With length m l 27 = and straight axis, the main jib is welded by Q235 steel and its space lattice structure is shown in Figure 2 . The established model is shown in Figure 4 , and the boom is only divided into 7 units, where variable cross-section beam element is used to simulate top section and bottom section based on positional of finite element method. The top and bottom section are divided into one variable cross-section beam element respectively. The middle section is divided into one three-node-beam-element, and the remaining 4 sections for two-node-beam-element. When the variable cross-sectional area and inertia moment change coefficient value α and β are zero respectively, it is the twonode-beam-element. Main jib is about 1.5 times the mass of main chord in engineering calculation, and main chord is estimated half of brace chord. Assuming mass concentration at node, inertia being not considered, lumped mass matrix is using all of the units.
SOLUTION AND ANALYSIS
The axial force, shear, bending moment curve of element 2 at node 6 are plotted in Figure 5 to 7; the maximum value, the minimum and maximum change rate of the internal force are summarized in TABLE II. From TABLE II, axial force and shear force changes is very small in the vibration process, but the moment change rate runs up to 1174.42%. This is because, with the main jib deformation increasing, the axial force will further produce the additional moment and two order moment; this is a problem that can not be ignored in structural design.
CONCLUSIONS
With fewer element numbers, crawler crane boom system is numerical calculated based on positional FEM. It not only verifies the theoretical reasonability of the simplified model, but also shows that the application of positional FEM in complicated structural dynamics analysis is feasible.
